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Vista

SMÅLAND COLLECTION
The wild beauty of Småland is the inspiration for our new 
collection of unique, rustic floors.

BLOC COLLECTION
The idea is simple, the possibilities endless, with three 
modular formats in three different shades.

REAL COLLECTION
If you want your floor to make a big style statement, take 
a look at our new Real Collection.

GREEN MINDSET
We are committed to incorporating ethical principles throughout 
all areas of our production, both locally and globally.

WELCOME TO KÄHRS
Never before has it been so inspiring, with so much to choose from. On the pages 
that follow, you’ll get a first glimpse of our many new and exciting designs, along 
with an insight into our full range of wood floors. For even more ideas, visit our new 
website, at www.kahrs.com, where you can design your own interior, mixing and 
matching floors in different room styles, and with different wall colours. On our home 
page, you’ll find links to all the information your need. Enjoy!
See more on pages 36–37.
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DublinNouveau Greige Stone

Nouveau CharcoalDecorum
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You never get a second chance 
to make a first impression. Make 
sure that the entrance to your 
home feels warm and welcoming. 
With a Kährs floor, you’ll not only 
achieve the natural look that you 
want – you’ll also benefit from  
a quality, durable finish that’s 
essential in a busy hallway.  
A surface that’s hard wearing 
and really easy to care for.

WELCOME
HOME



Bloc White

KÄHRS  
ID
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INTRODUCING
BLOC COLLECTION
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
The idea is simple, the possibilities endless, with three modular formats  
in three different shades. Use them to create your own unique pattern, 
from geometric to classical, or something with your own modern twist. 
Changing the direction of the grain creates a dynamic effect, bringing the 
surface to life.

See all the design possibilities and try them out at kahrs.com

NEW

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Kährs ID is our brand new concept for developing the next generation of 
cutting edge wood floors. Based on our extensive experience of working 
with wood, and the traditional methods of wood floor manufacturing, 
we’ve explored and developed new pathways and possibilities. 



Chateau
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Relaxing, reading, spending time with family and entertaining friends. Your 
living room needs to fulfil all of these activities. With a beautiful, high quality 
wood floor from Kährs, you’ll enjoy this special space even more. Within our 
wide selection of designs, surface treatments and colour tones, you’re sure 
to find your own favourite.

Try out different living room styles at kahrs.com

A ROOM 
TO LIVE IN



Bloc Nature Ydre

Estoril
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NEW NEW



Paris

EarthAllington
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NEW



Caserta

KÄHRS 
SUPREME
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INTRODUCING
REAL COLLECTION
MAKE A STATEMENT
If you want your floor to make a statement, take a look at our 
new Real Collection. These majestically sized oak planks come  
in lengths from 200 – 300 cm. In misty white, earthy grey or 
natural, all three are offered in an even or more rustic timber 
grain.

NEW



Sture
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For many of us, the kitchen is the heart of the home. It’s not only the place 
where meals are prepared, it’s a hub where everyone loves to gather and 
spend time together. On busy weekdays, after work and school; at the 
weekend when things take a more leisurely pace. A Kährs floor will make  
it even more special. 

THE HEART 
OF THE HOME



Sevede

Limestone Cornwall

OpaqueSparuto
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NEW



Aspeland

KÄHRS 
SUPREME
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INTRODUCING
SMÅLAND COLLECTION
STEEPED IN HISTORY
The historical roots of Småland can be found in its mythical forests. 
Few dared to enter into their dark, mysterious wilderness – and 
even fewer dared to challenge the thirteen chieftains who held 
them in their power. Smaland – their collective Swedish name 
that dates back to the 12th century – means small countries. 
Småland has also been the “home” of Kährs since 1857, when 
the company was established here – close to the vast 
woodlands! The wild beauty of this area is the inspiration for 
our new collection of unique, rustic floors. Floors made in 
Småland, Sweden! 

See the whole range and try them out in different room 
settings at kahrs.com

NEW



Kinda
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If your goal is to create an inviting space that will work just as  
well for dinner parties, as it will for an intimate meal for two, then 
start from the ground up. A wood floor from Kährs will add both 
elegance and warmth.

BON 
APPETITE

NEW



MöreStraw

Berlin
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NEW
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AN EVER LASTING 
LOVE

Wood is the most eco-friendly, beautiful and versatile 
flooring material there is. That’s why we only work  
with wood. Few materials can add as much warmth and 
atmosphere as wood. It softens the most minimalistic 
designs, while accentuating the mood of a more traditional 
interior. And although trends may come and go, quality 
and true style never goes out of fashion. That’s why a 
wood floor from Kährs will always be the perfect choice.

BEAUTY WITH A CONSCIENCE
Ever since the start, we’ve been guided by a firm 
commitment to quality, the environment and 
sustainability. This permeates everything we do,  
from the selection of the best raw material from our 
3,000 timber suppliers, through the different design 
treatments we use, to our clean and low emission 
production. 

Find out more on page 32.

A DIFFERENT SHADE OF NATURE
From pure white to inky black. From warm russet to soft grey. 
Kährs offers the widest range of colours and shades. To obtain  
the right nuance, we use staining techniques and different surface 
treatments in our design processes. These enhance the natural 
tone and texture of the wood, without disguising the fabulous 
natural feel.

ENDLESS VARIATIONS
Whatever the size of room or interior style, there’s a Kährs 
floor that will enhance the space. Our wood floors come in 
many wood species, sizes, patterns and finishes.

SEASONS 
GREETINGS
Compared to a traditional solid wood 
floor, our patented construction is 75% 
more stable. A Kährs floor resists 
warping, buckling and cracking,  
even as temperature and humidity 
change throughout the seasons.  
The construction creates a perfectly 
balanced wood floor that can tolerate 
even the most dramatic climate 
changes. This also makes our wood 
floors the perfect partner for under-
floor heating.

MORE THAN A 
BEAUTIFUL SURFACE
Whichever surface treatment you 
choose for your Kährs floor, you can 
be sure that it will both enhance and 
protect the natural beauty of the 
wood. All Kährs surface treatments 
are naturally free from solvents, 
formaldehyde and isocyanate. They 
also make the floor really easy to 
clean and maintain.

THE FINISHING TOUCH
It’s in the detail that you’ll see the level of skill and 
craftsmanship that goes into every product made by 
Kährs. Choose from a wide range of mouldings and 
accessories, that are designed to add the perfect  
finishing touch.

SENSE AND SENSIBILITY
Brushed, hand-scraped, bevelled, silky smooth or matt. Each Kährs 
plank is unique and individually treated, according to its own unique 
composition of knots and graining. The result is a dynamic surface 
that transforms in different lights and depending on which angle 
it’s viewed from. A Kährs floor never fails to amaze and feed the 
senses! 

GAP FREE
When Kährs launched 
Woodloc® in 1999 – the 
first glue-free joint  
system in the world – it 
revolutionized the wood 
flooring industry. This 
ingenious joint system 
locks the boards together 
mechanically, creating a 
completely gap-free floor. 

MADE IN SWEDEN
Kährs of Sweden is the oldest wood floor manufacturer in the world still in operation, 
with a history that dates back to 1857. It is also the most innovative, with a history of 
wood floor inventions and innovations that span decades. They include the world’s first 
patented multi-layer wood floor in 1941; the world’s first water-based lacquer system 
in 1984, and the first ISO 14001 environmental management certification in 1997.

kahrs.com/Why Kährs kahrs.com/Products kahrs.com/Why Kährs

kahrs.com/Products

kahrs.com/Why Kährs

kahrs.com/Products

kahrs.com/Products

kahrs.com/Why Kährs

kahrs.com/Products



Nouveau Snow
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Surround yourself with beauty, comfort and a stunning wood floor in the most intimate 
room in the home. That’s what dreams are made of.

SWEET DREAMS



Black Silver

Dew

Unico
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LESS RAW MATERIAL
Our multi-layered construction allows us 
to use the raw material more effectively, 
utilizing the whole log.

SOLVENT FREE
We constantly strive to find the most 
environmentally friendly, solvent-free 
stains and lacquers. And, our surfaces 
are really easy to keep spotlessly clean, 
without the need to use harsh chemicals. 

BEAUTY WITH A CONSCIENCE

PLANTING AHEAD
Kährs is working with local, national and 
global organizations to ensure the forest 
stock is sustainable for generations to 
come. In Sweden, the total forest volume 
is 60% larger today than it was in the 
1920’s. Kährs is working with leading 
global programs, reforestation programs 
and leading environmental groups to 
support globally responsible forestry.

NOTHING IS WASTED
At our production plant in Nybro, nothing goes to waste. The portion  
of the logs that we’re not able to use for floor production are turned into 
biofuel. Some of this fuel is used to heat our own facilities. The rest goes 
to a local energy company. About 45,000 people in our neighbourhood 
enjoy the warmth of our recycled wood.

ENVIRONMENTAL  
STANDARDS
We have environmentally and quality 
certified our operations since the 1990’s. 
And, we have been publishing a transparent, 
audited EMAS Environmental report since 
1997. 

Many of Kährs’ products contribute to LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) points on construction projects.

Choosing a wood floor is a great way of being environmentally responsible. Choosing one from Kährs 
means making an even smarter, greener choice. Kährs is one of the oldest producers of wood flooring 
in the world – and the most innovative. During the last century, our many inventions have transformed 
the production of wood floors globally. Throughout this time, we’ve continued to capture the beauty 
and expression of wood. We combine its natural character with cutting edge innovation, to produce 
the highest quality wood flooring.

HEALTHY PRODUCTION  
HEALTHY FLOOR
Back in 1984, Kährs was the first wood flooring 
manufacturer to utilize a water-based lacquer system 
to reduce emissions. Kährs meets European E1, Eo 
and California Air Resources Board – Airborne Toxic 
Control Measure (CARB-ATCM) Phase 1 and 2 standards. 

GREEN PRODUCT
The multi-layer wood floor, that 
we invented in 1941, proved not 
only to be the best and most stable 
flooring on the market; it was 
also the most environmentally 
friendly construction. It optimizes 
the use of the raw material, it is 
made from renewable resources 
and it is recyclable.

A GREEN MINDSET
Environmental, social, 
governance (ESG) and 
corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) matters impact the 
communities where Kährs 
operates. We have made  
a public commitment to 
incorporate these ethical 
principles into the way we 
behave locally and globally. 

Our commitment to the 
environment starts with the 
selection of the best raw 
material. This is achieved with 
the support of our 3000+ 
timber suppliers who share  
in our commitments.

GREEN PRODUCTION
Our production process is designed to have 
minimal impact on the environment. Over 
the years, Kährs has introduced a number  
of manufacturing and flooring innovations 
that have enabled a more responsible, green 
production. We work hard to reduce our 
impact to nature, in terms of air quality, 
water discharge and noise control, to the 
benefit of our employees and neighbours. 

kahrs.com/green Kährs kahrs.com/green Kährs kahrs.com/green Kährs kahrs.com/green Kährs

kahrs.com/green Kährs kahrs.com/green Kährs

kahrs.com/green Kährs

kahrs.com/green Kährs



Camino

Portofino

Ulf

Groove
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A REAL 
HOME 
OFFICE 

Whether it’s a desk in the corner 
of the room, or a room of its own, 
make your home office a place 
where you love spending time.  
A warm and beautiful wood floor 
is sure to inspire your creativity, 
as well as enhancing a really 
homely space.



RANGES

COLOR

  All

  All

  KÄHRS SUPREME 

  KÄHRS ORIGINAL 

  KÄHRS AVANTI 

  KÄHRS SPIRIT 

  KÄHRS LINNEA 

Thickness: 15–20mm  Resandable: 3–4 times

Thickness: 15–20mm  Resandable: 3–4 times

KÄHRS SUPREME

KÄHRS ORIGINAL

Grande
Collection

European 
Naturals 
Collection

DaCapo
Collection

Shine 
Collection
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3 TRY AND 
COMPARE FLOORS 
Select a floor from our wide 
range. Compare it with another 
floor – or with several other 
alternatives. 

1 SELECT A  
ROOM TYPE
Every roomset you find on Kährs 
home page could also be your 
own designer room. Pick from 
different room types. 

2 SELECT A  
ROOM STYLE
Select the room style that you’d 
like to use. 

Play around. Change. Save. And share.
On our new website, you’ll find lots of useful information that will help you 
choose your perfect wood floor. Be your own interior designer. At kahrs.com 
you can play around with different styles to your heart’s content – changing 
settings, floors and wall colours until you find your ideal match. Then, save it 
and share.

LIVING ROOM KITCHEN BEDROOM DINING ROOM OTHER

4 CHANGE YOUR 
WALL COLOUR 
Change the colour of the walls in 
your room to reflect your taste, 
and complement your floor. Save 
and share.

LOOK AND BE 
INSPIRED
On our new home page you’ll 
also find hundreds of inspirational 
roomsets, in a multitude of designs 
and styles, from all around the 
world.

When you have created your 
favourite combinations, save 
them. That way, you can sleep on 
it and see if your mood changes. 
Need a second opinion? Share it 
with your friends on Facebook 
and Instagram.

And, this is only the beginning. 
There’s more to come in the 
future.

www.kahrs.com. The home of 
wood flooring.
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Kährs ID
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Kährs ID is our brand new concept for developing the next generation of cutting 
edge wood floors. Based on our extensive experience of working with wood,  
and the traditional methods of wood floor manufacturing, we’ve explored and 
developed new pathways and possibilities. Board thickness: 15 mm

Surface layer thickness: 3 mm
Core material: Plywood
Resandable: 2–3 times
Guarantee: 30 years

BLOC
COLLECTION

Comprising three modular formats 
in three different colours. They 
can be used to create patterns 
from geometrical to classical,  
or something with a more 
contemporary feel. Classic flooring 
with an exciting, modern twist.

OAK BLOC WHITE OAK BLOC NATUREOAK BLOC GREY

Kährs Supreme
SUPREME QUALITY AND CRAFTSMANSHIP
Using time-honoured skills, Kährs combines unrivalled hand-made craftsmanship, 
outstanding design and the latest production and surface techniques to create a 
floor of distinction. Unique floors in oak, ash and beech come to life in an array of 
designs and finishes, all united by striking, exclusive looks and absolute attention 
to detail.

Shine / Da Capo / Småland
Board thickness: 15 mm
Surface layer thickness: 3.5 mm
Core material: Ply/Pine
Resandable: 3–4 times
Guarantee: 30 years

Real / Grande
Board thickness: 20 mm
Surface layer thickness: 5 mm (Real) /  
6 mm (Grande)
Core material: Oak (Real) /  
Ply/Poplar (Grande)
Resandable: 3–4 times
Guarantee: 30 years

REAL
COLLECTION

Majestically sized oak planks in 
lengths from 200 – 300 cm. In 
misty white, earth grey or natural, 
all three colours are offered in 
an even or more rustic timber 
grain.

Size: 1-strip  
2000/3000 x 250/300 x 20 mm

OAK ALLINGTON OAK ALCÁZAR

OAK CHAMBORDOAK CASERTA OAK GRADARA

OAK ROGALIN

SMÅLAND
COLLECTION

Each plank is individually 
treated, according to its unique 
composition of knots and grain. 
The result is a dynamic surface 
that changes depending on the 
lighting in the room and from 
which angle it’s viewed. 

Size: 1-strip 2420 x 187 x 15 mm
OAK VISTA OAK ASPELAND OAK MÖRE

NEW NEW NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Oil Coloured stainsBrushing Bevelled edgesHandscraped Micro-bevelled edgesSaw marks

Size:  
Module 300 x 300 x 15 mm
Module 300 x 600 x 15 mm
Module 300 x 900 x 15 mm

Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110

25 Shown on page
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OAK SPARUTO

OAK DOMOOAK MAGGIORE

OAK UNICO

OAK DUSSATOOAK TVETA

OAK YDRE

OAK FINNVEDEN

OAK NJUDUNG

OAK VEDBO

OAK TJUST

OAK HANDBÖRD

OAK SEVEDE

OAK KINDA

OAK DECORUM

DA CAPO
COLLECTION

Evoking the beauty of authentic, 
reclaimed timber, the Da Capo 
Collection includes exclusive 
designs that are rich in 
character.

Size: 1-strip 1900 x 190 x 15 mm
2-strip 1900 x 190 x 15 mm

OAK INDOSSATI

SHINE
COLLECTION

This striking range – featuring 
high-gloss, pearlised and 
metallic effects – brings high 
fashion glamour to wood floors 
like never before.

Size: 1-strip 1800 x 130 x 15 mm
1-strip 2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm

ASH BLACK COPPEROAK FUMOIR ASH BLACK SILVER

BEECH OPAQUE

OAK PEARL

OAK MAISONOAK CASTILLO

OAK CASAOAK CHATEAUOAK ESPACEOAK CITADELLE

GRANDE
COLLECTION

The traditional wide and long 
plank gets a modern overhaul. 
Featuring our modern, multi-
layer format, Grande is big on 
size and style.

Size: 1-strip 2800 x 260 x 20 mm
OAK MANOR OAK CHALET

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Oil Coloured stains SmokedBrushing Bevelled edgesHandscraped Micro-bevelled edgesSaw marksHigh gloss lacquer

Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110 25 Shown on page
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36

3925
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2813

3521

3824
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WALNUT ATLANTA

HARD MAPLE TORONTO CHERRY SAVANNAH

WALNUT MONTREALWALNUT HARTFORDWALNUT VERMONT

WALNUT PHILADELPHIA

WALNUT GEORGIA

Kährs Original
THE FOUNDATION OF QUALITY
Over decades, Kährs’ Original Range has grown into our widest and most popular 
collection of wood floors. Available in a wide variety of wood species and finishes 
– and inspired by our Scandinavian roots – every floor is a true classic.

Board thickness: 15 mm
Surface layer thickness: 3.5 mm
Core material: Spruce/Pine
Resandable: 3–4 times
Guarantee: 30 years

AMERICAN 
NATURALS & 
WORLD
COLLECTIONS

Native species, from red oak, 
walnut and Jarrah, to American 
cherry and hard maple, form a 
varied collection of stunning 
wood flooring styles.

Size: 1-strip 1800 x 130 x 15 mm
2-strip 2421/2423 x 200 x 15 mm
3-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

NORDIC  
NATURALS
COLLECTION

The warmth and luminosity of 
ash and beech wood floors pay 
tribute to Kährs’ Scandinavian 
roots.

Size: 3-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm
BEECH HELLERUP ASH KALMARBEECH VIBORG

EUROPEAN 
NATURALS
COLLECTION

White oak and European maple 
– in a variety of styles and 
finishes – bring a traditional, 
bright and lively feel to the 
home.

Size: 1-strip 2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm
2-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm
3-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

OAK JERSEY

OAK HAMPSHIRE

OAK BURGUNDYOAK SIENA

OAK CORNWALLEUROPEAN MAPLE SALZBURG

OAK VERONAOAK VIENNA

JARRAH SYDNEY

SAND
COLLECTION

Ash and oak, lacquered and 
stained in pale tones, bring a 
light, fresh feel to the home.

Size: 1-strip 2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm
2-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm
3-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

OAK CANCUN ASH SANDVIG ASH SKAGEN

Oil Coloured stainsBrushing Bevelled edgesMatt lacquerLacquer Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110

25 Shown on page
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48
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OAK BRIGHTON OAK PORTOFINOOAK ESTORIL OAK SORRENTO

CLASSIC  
NOUVEAU
COLLECTION

Brushed and bevelled to 
perfection, with a matt lacquer 
finish – old meets new, in a 
spectrum of shades.

Size: 1-strip 2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm
2-strip 2423 x 200 x 15 mm

OAK NOUVEAU BLACK

OAK NOUVEAU SNOW

OAK NOUVEAU DUN OAK NOUVEAU GREIGEOAK NOUVEAU BRONZE

OAK NOUVEAU WHITE OAK NOUVEAU HAZE

OAK NOUVEAU CHARCOAL

OAK NOUVEAU TAR

CAPITAL
COLLECTION

Long wide boards with even 
grains define this collection of 
1-strip floors, crafted from the 
finest oak.

Size: 1-strip 2100/2420 x 187 x 15 mm

OAK BERLINOAK DUBLIN

OAK PARIS

FOUNDERS
COLLECTION

Rustic oak with a heavily 
brushed, hand-scraped finish  
– a celebration of Kährs’ 
tradition of quality and 
craftsmanship.

Size: 1-strip 2420 x 187 x 15 mm

OAK FREDRIK

OAK OLOF

OAK GUSTAF OAK STURE OAK JOHAN

OAK ULF

ARTISAN
COLLECTION

Oak planks with a hand-crafted 
surface finish – the Artisan 
range combines rustic elegance 
with cool contemporary design.

Size: 1-strip 1830 x 189 x 15 mm 
1-strip 1900 x 190 x 15 mm

OAK CAMINO

OAK LINEN

OAK CONCRETE

OAK OYSTER

OAK STRAW OAK TAN

Oil Coloured stains SmokedBrushing Bevelled edgesHandscraped Micro-bevelled edgesMatt lacquerLacquer

Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110 25 Shown on page

8470
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8672
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HARMONY
COLLECTION

Harmony by name and by nature. 
This collection of matt lacquered 
or oiled oak floors offers rustic 
appeal with a designer edge.

Size: 3-strip 2421/2423 x 200 x 15 mm
ASH ALABASTER

OAK LAVA

OAK FROST

OAK SMOKE

OAK DEWOAK LIMESTONE

OAK SOILOAK EMBER OAK MOSS

OAK STONE

UNITY
COLLECTION

Smooth, lacquered floors 
in a wide spectrum of 
shades, reflecting the 
timeless appeal of 
Metropolitan style.

Size: 1-strip 1200 x 125 x  
10.2 mm

ARCTIC OAK

Kährs Spirit
LONG-LASTING BEAUTY
Beauty isn’t always fleeting – particularly 
when it comes to Kährs’ Spirit Collection. 
Thanks to its durable finish, floors from the 
Spirit Collection retain their beauty for 
years, making them perfect for your home, 
as well as some commercial areas.

Board thickness: 10.2 mm
Surface layer thickness:  
1.9 mm
Core material: EcoCore
Resandable: Once
Guarantee: 20 years

RUGGED
COLLECTION

Five unique oak designs, 
united by a rustic 
appearance, the  
Rugged range gives a 
contemporary edge  
to a traditional look.

Size:  
1-strip 1200 x 125 x 10.2 mm

OAK CRATER OAK HUSK

OAK HELIX

OAK FOSSIL OAK SAFARI

WALNUT GROOVE

OAK TRENCH

OAK EARTH MAPLE CAROB

SAND OAK REEF OAK

GARDEN WALNUT ORCHARD WALNUTPARK OAK CLIFF OAK FOREST OAK

NEW NEW

Oil Coloured stains SmokedBrushing Bevelled edgesHandscraped Micro-bevelled edgesSaw marksMatt lacquerLacquer

Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110 25 Shown on page
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Kährs Linnea
THE PERFECT FIT
Measuring just 7 mm in thickness, the slender profile of Linnea offers a low-impact, real 
wood flooring option for any space. These beautiful wood veneer floors bring unrivalled 
style to the home. A modern, natural choice. Board thickness: 7 mm

Surface layer thickness:  
0.6 mm
Core material: HDF (High 
Density Fibreboard)
Resandable: No
Guarantee: 12 years

LIVING
COLLECTION

Sleek and stylish, with  
a narrow 1-strip format  
in a range of shades,  
the Living Collection 
combines beauty with 
function.

Size:  
1-strip 1225 x 118 x 7 mm

HARD MAPLE CREAM OAK BISQUIT FSC OAK SUGAR FSC

OAK COFFEE FSC

WALNUT COCOA

LODGE
COLLECTION

This 2-strip collection,  
in a range of stunning 
shades – from pale ash 
to rich walnut – delivers 
on quality and style.

Size:  
2-strip 1225 x 193 x 7 mm

ASH BLIZZARD HARD MAPLE SPRING HARD MAPLE SUMMER

OAK BREEZEOAK TIDE

HABITAT
COLLECTION

From silver-toned oak  
to golden walnut – in a 
contemporary, 1-strip 
format – eco-friendly 
Habitat offers glamour 
with a conscience.

Size:  
1-strip 1810 x 150 x 7 mm

OAK CASTLE

OAK OUTPOSTOAK WILDS

OAK COLONY OAK TOWER

WALNUT STATUE

OAK DOME

OAK VILLAGE OAK GATE

WALNUT BLOOM

WALNUT RAIN

BEECH AUTUMN CHERRY WINTER

Our product lines are subject to ongoing change. Also, colour reproduction within 
the magazine cannot be guaranteed, due to limitations in print technology. We, 
therefore, recommend that you visit your Kährs’ stockist to determine exact grain 
patterns and shades.

NEW

NEWNEW

Oil Coloured stains SmokedBrushing Micro-bevelled edgesMatt lacquerLacquer Colour guide reference, pages 50–5110
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Thickness: 15–20mm  Resandable: 3–4 times

Thickness: 15–20mm  Resandable: 3–4 times

KÄHRS SUPREME

KÄHRS ORIGINAL

Grande
Collection

European 
Naturals 
Collection

DaCapo
Collection

Shine 
Collection
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TRY AND COMPARE FLOORS 

Select a floor from our wide range. Compare  
it with another floor – or with several other 
alternatives. 

CHANGE YOUR WALL COLOUR 

Change the colour of the walls in 
your room to reflect your taste, 
and complement your floor. Save 
and share.

LOOK AND BE INSPIRED

On our new home page you’ll 
also find hundreds of inspirational 
roomsets, in a multitude of designs 
and styles, from all around the 
world.

SMÅLAND COLLECTION
The wild beauty of Småland is the inspiration for our new 
collection of unique, rustic floors.

BLOC COLLECTION
The idea is simple, the possibilities endless, with three 
modular formats in three different shades.

REAL COLLECTION
If you want your floor to make a big style statement, take 
a look at our new Real Collection.

GREEN MINDSET
We are committed to incorporating ethical principles throughout 
all areas of our production, both locally and globally.

WELCOME TO KÄHRS.COM
The home of wood flooring.
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AB Gustaf Kähr
Box 805, 382 28 Nybro, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)481-46000
Email: export@kahrs.com
Web: www.kahrs.com


